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We, the management are committed to the TQM concept, be-
cause we value the trust our customers place in us and want 
to maintain it in the long term.

We see our relationship with our customers as a partnership 
which must be constantly improved. As a result, we conti-
nuously check even established processes for opportunities 
for improvement.

And not because anyone is forcing us to do so, because we 
have met the criteria for the ISO certification for a long time.

Instead, we are motivated by the chance to achieve even bet-
ter results in our work together and to help our customers to 
increase their competitiveness and hence secure their long-
term success.

That is what we call a “real-life implemented improvement 
process”, and it is also what our many long-term customers es-
pecially appreciate about their cooperation with Herth+Buss.

We are certified according to:

 � ISO 9001:2008 Quality management
 � VDA 6.2 Quality management
 � StVZO Verification

“Real-life” implemented improvement process
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ELPARTS

Passt immer!

Electrics  |  Installation  |  Tools  |  Lighting

Signal devices

Signal units

Relays

Control units

Switches

Actuators+Sensors

Voltage transformers

Inverter

Alternators+Starters

Wash water pump

Ignition system

As specialists in vehicle electrics, we offer with Elparts 
a comprehensive range that meets any requirement, 
from automobiles to commercial vehicles. This is our 
professional workshop solution and that‘s why we‘re 
always first choice.

The professional solution 
for the workshop!

Our services for you:

 � over 7,600 special parts
 � comprehensive range for all vehicle types
 � exactly fitting parts allocation
 � professional solutions thanks to 
over 80 years of experience

ELEcTRicS



Connectors

Attachment parts

Cable straps

Gaskets+Grommets

Insulating tape

Hoses+Pipes

Cables+ 

Cable connections

Battery accessories

Plug housings

Fuses

Plugs+Sockets

Assortments

Release tools

Pliers

Service+Diagnostics

Measuring technology

Battery management

Processing+Installation

Workshop lamps

Daytime running lights

Headlights

Lights

Reflectors

Warning equipment
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(Lamp) sockets
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InstallatIon tools lIghtIng



Lead
User instructions

Information on our order quantities
Please bear in mind the quantity indicated 
in the "delivery unit" column (LE) for your 
planning. We can only deliver the quanti-
ties indicated here, or quantities divisible 
by the delivery unit number.
1 and higher = parts with a delivery unit 

of 1 are packaged individually. All other 
delivery units are packaged together in 
the quantity indicated.
New additions to the catalogue are 
labelled with the "NEW" symbol.

Overview of colour symbols
Compilation of colours used in the catalogue

 Beige

 Blue 

 Brown

 Brown/Blue

 Bronze

 Chrome

 Dark Grey

 Ivory White

 Yellow

 Yellow/Blue

 Yellow/Black

 Crystal Claer

 Grey

 Grey/Red   

 Green

 Green/Blue

 Green/White

 Cast Iron Grey

 Light blue

 Light brown  

 Light green

 Lila

 Mat  

 Mint green  

 NATO olive

 Natural 

 Orange   

 Pink

 Red

 Red/Brown

 Red/Yellow

 Red/Black 

 Black

 Black/Grey

 Black/Green

 Black/White 

 Silver  

 Transparent

 White 

 White/Blue  

 White/Brown  

 White/Yellow

 Red/White

Quantity per 
delivery unit

Delivery unit

SB-packed, 
see bottom 
left

New in range

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC
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Wash water pump

Repair kit, washing water line

Water Pump, headlight cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning
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ELparts

starting: Washer pumps 
for vehicles.

Start up using washer pumps from our Elparts range.
With our washer pumps you are well served. We provide 
two different types, mono/dual pumps for window cleaning 
of the front and rear window as well as mono pumps for 
headlamp cleaning.

passt immer!

Vehicle types

Articles

Combinations

ElEctrics   Signal devices  |  Signal units  |  Relays  |  Control units  |  Switches  |  Actuators+Sensors  | 
Voltage transformers  |  Inverter  |  Alternators+Starters  |  Washing water pump  |  Ignition system



Water Pump, window cleaning
Wash water pump

Water Pump, window  
cleaning

Plug Type Rated Voltage
V

Port Type Number of ports DU Article no.

Blade Terminal 12 2 x 6,3 mm 2 1 65451020

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451028

RepPipe

Page 9

Page 10

Page 12

Page 13

Page 9

Page 11

Page 12

Page 13

Page 10

Page 11

Page 12

Page 13

Page 10

Page 11

Page 12

Page 13

Page 10

Page 11

Page 12

Page 13

Page 10

Page 11

Page 12

Page 14

Page 10

Page 11

Page 13
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Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Operating Mode: Electric 

Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles without check  
control system 

Operating Mode: Electric 

for OE number: Opel: 14 50 156 

for OE number: VAG: 4A0 955 651 

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451020&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451028&SID=259004


Wash water pump
Water Pump, window cleaning

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451033

Plug Type Rated Voltage
V

Port Type Number of ports DU Article no.

Blade Terminal 12 2 x 6,3 mm 2 1 65451036

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451037

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451038

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451039

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451044

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC
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Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Operating Mode: Electric 

Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles with rear wind
screen wiper 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles with rear wind

screen wiper 

Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles with rear wind
screen wiper 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles with rear wind
screen wiper 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

for OE number: Ford: 7003177 

for OE number: Opel: 14 50 175 

Operating Mode: Electric 
for OE number: Ford: 7003178 

for OE number: VAG: 1J6 955 651 

for OE number: Opel: 14 50 185 

for OE number: VAG: 1J5 955 651 

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451033&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451036&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451037&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451038&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451039&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451044&SID=259004


Water Pump, window cleaning
Wash water pump

Plug Type Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

Round Plug 12 3 1 65451045

Plug Type Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

Round Plug 12 2 1 65451046

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451047

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451048

Plug Type Rated Voltage
V

Port Type Number of ports DU Article no.

Round Plug 12 2 x 4 mm 2 1 65451049

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451051
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Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, headlight cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Vehicle Equip ment: for vehicles with check con

trol system 

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Operating Mode: Electric 

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Vehicle Equipment: for vehicles with rear wind

screen wiper 

Mounting Type: Special Connection 
Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 
for OE number: VAG: 4A0 955 651B 

for OE number: BMW: 6166 1 380 068 

Operating Mode: Electric 
for OE number: Ren: 77 00 430 702 

Info: for headlamp cleaning sys
tem 

for OE number: VAG: 3B7 955 681 

for OE number: DB: A202 869 0021 

for OE number: Citroen: 6434.58 

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451045&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451046&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451047&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451048&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451049&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451051&SID=259004


Wash water pump
Water Pump, window cleaning

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451052

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451053

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451054

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451055

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

24 2 1 65451056

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

24 3 1 65451057

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC
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Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

for OE number: Citroen: 6434.60 

for OE number: Peugeot: 6434.75 

for OE number: Ren: 77 00 821 782 

for OE number: Peugeot: 6434.76 

for OE number: Iveco: 500304249 

for OE number: MAN: 81.26485-6032 

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451052&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451053&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451054&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451055&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451056&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451057&SID=259004


Water Pump, window cleaning
Wash water pump

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

24 3 1 65451058

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

24 2 1 65451059

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451060

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

24 2 1 65451061

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451062

Rated Voltage
V

Number of ports DU Article no.

12 2 1 65451063
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Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, headlight cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Water Pump, window cleaning

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

Operating Mode: Electric 

for OE number: Volvo: 3980681 

for OE number: DB: A000 860 4726 

for OE number: DB: A210 869 1121 

for OE number: DAF: 1343064 

for OE number: BMW: 6712 6 934 159 

for OE number: Opel: 14 50 184 

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451058&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451059&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451060&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451061&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451062&SID=259004
http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=65451063&SID=259004


Wash water pump
Repair kit, washing water line

Version: NW 4,5mm->3,0mm
NW 4,5mm->4,0mm 

Material: Polyamid 6
EPDM (ethylene propylene  
diene Monomer (M-class)  

rubber) 
Info: with gaskets/seals 

with connecting pipe
with adapter 

Damaged sections of washing water lines can  
be replaced quickly and easily using the repair  
kit. Corrugated pipe connecting pieces, mount-
ing clips and seals in three different diameters,  
in addition to a 2. 5-metre-long corrugated  
pipe, are all contained to repair corrugated  
pipelines with a nominal width of 4. 5.  In addi-

tion, damaged sections of washing water lines  
made from smooth hoses can be repaired us-
ing connecting adapters with diameters of 3  
mm and 4 mm. Moreover, hose fittings are  
contained for the direct connection of smooth  
hoses.

Quant
ity

DU Article no.

159 1 54271025

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC

Content Version Nominal  
Size
mm

Inner Dia
meter
mm

QU

Clip 4,5 28 51271335

Connector, hose line 10 51271310

10 51271311

Connector, pipes 4,5 8 51271330

NW 4,5mm -  
3,0mm

6 51271320

NW 4,5mm -  
4,0mm

6 51271321

Corrugated Pipe 4,5 4,3 1 51271140

Seal Ring 4,5 5,0 30 50280050

4,5 5,5 30 50280055

4,5 6,0 30 50280060
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RepPipe
Repair kit, washing water line

1

http://www.herthundbuss.com/en/new/werkstatt/online-katalog.html?article=54271025&SID=259004


Assignment
 Wash water pump
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Assignment
Wash water pump

BMW H+B

6166 1 368 589 65451020

8377987 65451038

6712 8 377 987 65451038

6712 8 377 612 65451044

6712 8 362 154 65451044

6712 7 302 588 65451044

6712 1 199 567 65451044

6166 1 380 068 65451046

6712 8 377 613 65451048

6712 8 377 430 65451048

6712 8 362 157 65451048

6712 6 934 159 65451062

6712 7 302 589 65451062

CHRYSLER H+B

05103700AA 65451020

68017448AA 65451060

CITROËN H+B

6434 58 65451051

6434 60 65451052

6434 75 65451053

6434 76 65451055

6434 71 65451055

DACIA H+B

82 00 194 414 65451053

DAF H+B

1343064 65451061

FIAT H+B

46760972 65451020

9601120180 65451051

9612358180 65451052

96415 53980 65451053

9641553880 65451055

FORD H+B

93BB17K624AA 65451033

92AB17K624AA 65451033

7003177 65451033

6833495 65451033

FORD H+B

6170854 65451033

1637624 65451033

86AB17K624AA 65451033

86AB17K624DA 65451033

93BB17K624BA 65451037

87AB17K624AC 65451037

86VB17K624AA 65451037

7003178 65451037

6153469 65451037

1652613 65451037

6164937 65451037

6175672 65451037

87AB17K624AA 65451037

87AB17K624AB 65451037

7222079 65451039

1209387 65451048

1112804 65451048

YM2113K082BA 65451048

2M2113K082AA 65451048

FORD USA H+B

95VW17K624AA 65451039

GENERAL  MOTORS H+B

90 492 356 65451020

90 045 820 65451020

90492357 65451036

90226561 65451036

090 226 561 65451036

90585762 65451039

90508706 65451039

IVECO H+B

500304249 65451056

LANCIA H+B

46760972 65451020

9612358180 65451052

MAN H+B

81.26485-6033 65451057

81.26485-6032 65451057

MERCEDES-BENZ H+B

638 860 01 26 65451020

000 860 3526 65451020

000 860 3326 65451020

000 860 0726 65451020

000 860 1026 65451020

A638 860 0126 65451020

A000 860 3326 65451020

A000 860 3526 65451020

210 869 1021 65451038

204 866 0221 65451038

A210 869 1021 65451038

210 869 0821 65451044

221 869 0121 65451044

A221 869 0121 65451044

A210 869 0821 65451044

A202 869 0021 65451049

A140 869 0221 65451049

140 869 0121 65451049

A124 869 0521 65451049

140 869 0221 65451049

123 869 0121 65451049

140 869 0021 65451049

A124 869 0221 65451049

124 869 0121 65451049

124 869 0021 65451049

124 869 0621 65451049

124 869 0321 65451049

124 869 0521 65451049

124 869 0421 65451049

123 869 0021 65451049

000 869 3821 65451049

202 869 0021 65451049

A000 869 3821 65451049

A123 869 0021 65451049

A123 869 0121 65451049

A124 869 0021 65451049

A124 869 0121 65451049

A124 869 0321 65451049

A124 869 0421 65451049

A124 869 0621 65451049

202 869 0121 65451049

124 869 0221 65451049

A140 869 0021 65451049

MERCEDES-BENZ H+B

A000 860 4726 65451059

A210 869 1121 65451060

210 869 1121 65451060

210 869 1221 65451060

A210 869 1221 65451060

OPEL H+B

14 50 182 65451020

14 50 174 65451020

14 50 156 65451020

22127653 65451020

90492356 65451020

14 50 175 65451036

14 50 163 65451036

14 50 162 65451036

90492357 65451036

14 50 185 65451039

14 50 173 65451039

90508706 65451039

90585762 65451039

44 08 575 65451053

44 10 722 65451053

93160293 65451053

PEUGEOT H+B

6434 58 65451051

6434 60 65451052

6434 75 65451053

6434 76 65451055

6434 71 65451055

PORSCHE H+B

99662817200 65451044

431 955 651 65451044

RENAULT H+B

77 00 430 702 65451047

82 00 194 414 65451053

82 00 030 639 65451053

77 00 428 386 65451053

77 00 821 782 65451054

77 01 048 307 65451054

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC
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Assignment
Wash water pump

SEAT H+B

1J6 955 651 65451038

1T0 955651A 65451038

1H6 955 651 65451039

1J5 955 651 65451044

1K5 955 651 65451044

1T0 955 651 65451044

3B7 955 681 65451048

1J0 955 681 65451048

SKODA H+B

1J6 955 651 65451038

1T0 955651A 65451038

1J5 955 651 65451044

1K5 955 651 65451044

1T0 955 651 65451044

3B7 955 681 65451048

SMART H+B

0001753V001000000 65451044

204 869 0121 65451044

221 869 0121 65451044

A221 869 0121 65451044

VAG H+B

431 955 651 65451020

171 955 651 65451020

1J6 955 651 65451038

1T0 955651A 65451038

1H6 955 651 65451039

1J5 955 651 65451044

1K5 955 651 65451044

1T0 955 651 65451044

4A0 955 651A 65451045

4A0 955 651B 65451045

2E0 955 651A 65451060

VOLVO H+B

20747536 65451058

3980681 65451058

8189170 65451058

20409793 65451058

VW H+B

4A0 955 651B 65451045

3B7 955 681 65451048

1J0 955 681 65451048
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Article no. Index

Article number Page

50280050 14

50280055 14

50280060 14

51271140 14

51271310 14

51271311 14

51271320 14

51271321 14

51271330 14

51271335 14

54271025 14

65451020 9

65451028 9

65451033 10

65451036 10

65451037 10

65451038 10

65451039 10

65451044 10

65451045 11

65451046 11

65451047 11

65451048 11

65451049 11

65451051 11

65451052 12

65451053 12

65451054 12

65451055 12

65451056 12

65451057 12

65451058 13

65451059 13

65451060 13

65451061 13

65451062 13

65451063 13

More information at: herthundbuss.com/onlinekatalog
or download our app: Herth+Buss EPC
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Elparts | Jakoparts

ELPARTS |  JAkoPARTS

EpC, the Herth+Buss app
7,600 Elparts products from the field of vehicle electronics 
19,000 Jakoparts spare parts for over 
7,300 Japanese and korean vehicle models
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The vehicle sensors
While actuators (also known as converters) convert 
electrical signals (e.g. into movement, pressure or 
temperature), a sensor “feels” these temperatures, 
the pressure or acceleration and translates them 
into electrical signals. Actuators + sensors are in-
creasingly important for engine management in 
modern engines to provide flexible systems with 
the necessary impulses for optimal engine con-
trol. Sensor failures can often result in significant 
problems in the control system or even  expensive 
total failure of the drive. Herth+Buss therefore 

 offers a large number of  sensors 
for a wide range of vehicles, the 
most  important of which are 
 outlined below with details of their 
 functional  operation and dangers 
in the event of failure.

Mass air flow meter

It is a flow meter which determines the 
mass of air flowing through per time unit. 
If the supplied air mass per cylinder fill is 
not optimal in conjunction with the fuel 
mixture, the fuel does not burn comple-
tely. The engine control unit detects this 
fault and activates the emergency mode. 
Possible failure causes include: wear or 
soiling on the mass air flow meter by dirt 
particles and oil vapours.

Signs of failure: 
The emission level increases and the 
 maximum performance values are not 
achieved. The engine indicator light shows 
an error.

Article number:  70640...  
J568...

Sensor, throttle position

The opening angle of the throttle is a parameter 
for calculating the optimal fuel quantity to be 
injected. This angle is measured by the throttle 
sensor mounted directly on the throttle shaft. 
Possible failure causes: The main causes include 
soiling, dust, oil vapours and moisture, as well as 
mechanical wear. 

Signs of failure: 
Starting problems, increased fuel consumption, 
bad throttle response or “baulking” and stutte-
ring in the engine.

Article number:  70650...  
J564...

EGR valves

The exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valve 
is fitted in all motor vehicles that comply 
with the Euro 4 emissions standard. The 
valve feeds small quantities of exhaust 
gases back into the combustion chamber. 
After a certain running time, EGR valves 
are at severe risk of failure, as they are 
subject to heavy demands in terms of 
 sooting and high thermal loads.

Signs of failure: 
Increased fuel consumption, bad 
throttle response and high 
 emission values. Control lamps 
can indicate the fault.

Article numbers: 70671...

Sensor, manifold pressure

The sensor measures the  absolute 
pressure in the manifold after 
the throttle and thereby also the 
 engine load. It is therefore used to 
calculate the optimal fuel injection 
quantity. The causes of failure and 
functional problems are similar to 
the throttle sensor.

Signs of failure: 
Starting problems, increased 
fuel consumption, bad  throttle 
 response or “baulking” and 
 stuttering in the engine.

Article number: 70670...

Sensor, camshaft position

Camshaft sensors work in conjunction with the 
crankshaft sensor to define the first  cylinder 
 precisely, thereby identifying the injection 
 sequence. They therefore serve to record the 
 exact position of the camshaft and now  usually 
work in  accordance with the hall principle. 
 Possible causes of the fault include mechanical 
damage, a break in the sensor wheel, internal 
short circuits or interruptions in the connection 
to the control unit.

Signs of failure: 
A defect in the camshaft sensor is indicated by 
the engine control light lighting up, an error code 
being saved and the control unit running in emer-
gency mode.

Article number:  70630... 
J563...

Idle speed control valves

Whether it is heated seats,  electric 
seat adjustment or  climate 
c ontrol, the number of loads in 
a vehicle is constantly rising. The 
idle speed control valve maintains 
the engine at a constant speed 
when idling, depending on the 
engine temperature.Idle speed 
control valves also fail through 
use over time.

Signs of failure: 
Problems in the starting pro-
cess, unsteady idling speed and 
 “sawing” of the engine are indi-
cations of a fault.

Article number: 706720...

Coolant temperature sensor

Records the operating temperature of the  engine 
via the circulating cooling water. Functional 
 operation is differentiated between: NTC – nega-
tive temperature coefficient (resistance reduces 
when the temperature increases) or PTC – positive 
temperature coefficient (resistance increases as 
the temperature increases).

Signs of failure: 
A sensor failure often makes  itself 
felt through problems in the  starting 
process, increased idling speed, 
a rise in fuel consumption and a 
 significant deterioration in exhaust 
emission values.

Article number:  70511...  
J562...

Sensor, oil pressure

It permanently measures the 
 engine oil pressure and warns the 
driver of insufficient  lubrication 
via an indicator light.

Signs of failure: 
Failure to comply could result in 
a complete engine failure.

Article number: 70542...

Pulse generator, crankshaft

The pulse generator (also known as 
TDC sensor) records information such as 
 engine speed and crankshaft position and 
is a pulse generator for ignition triggering. 
Using the engine speed as an example, 
this speed is the main control variable for 
ignition control. Possible causes  include: 
a short circuit in the winding, an open 
 circuit, mechanical damage to the gear rim 

or  heavy soiling. Inductive or hall 
 sensors can be used depending on the 
 manufacturer and system.

Signs of failure: 
If the sensor stops working, the engine 
may fail and an error code is saved.

Article numbers: 70610..., J566...

Knock sensor

It acts as the “ear” of an electronic 
 assembly, which records engine  vibrations 
or vibrations of combustion engines. If 
the knock sensor registers a knock in the 
engine, the engine control unit adjusts 
the ignition point towards “late” until no 
more knocking noises can be heard. The 
ignition point approaches “early” until 
knocking noises can be heard again. For 
in-line engines (small engines), one knock 
sensor is usually sufficient, for V engines 

or boxer engines, two or even more are 
required. Engine knocking is caused by 
compression-ignitions of the mixture in 
the tail gas area. These mainly occur when 
fuel with a low octane number is used.

Signs of failure: 
In the event of a failure in the knock 
 sensor, the engine control unit  switches 
to  emergency mode and delays the 
 ignition to a maximum permissible value. 

This results in reduced performance and 
 increased emission values.

Article number:  70620... 
 J567...

Lambda sensors

Regulated catalytic  converters 
have been used in vehicle 
 construction to reduce exhaust 
emissions for over 20 years. The 
regulating sensor installed in 
front of the catalytic converter 
measures the residual oxygen 
content in the exhaust gas. The 
lambda sensor generates a lower 
or a higher voltage depending on 
the levels measured, which is then 
passed on to the engine control 
unit (ECU) as a signal. The engine 
control unit uses this  information 
to set the optimal mixture of fuel 
and air. The diagnostic sensor 

installed behind the catalytic con-
verter checks that the catalytic 
converter is working effectively. If 
the ECU detects a deviation based 
on these measurement results, a 
warning light appears to  indicate 
that a visit to the workshop is 
 needed.

Signs of failure: 
Increased fuel consumption due 
to incorrect measurement results.

Article number: J146... – J148...

Sensor, wheel speed

It records the speed of the wheel. ABS, ESP 
and ASR rely on plausible wheel speed va-
lues. Failure is a high safety risk. As with 
most of the other sensors, the main cau-
ses of failure are electrical or mechanical 
faults. One specific fault in wheel speed 
sensors may be increased wheel bearing 
clearance.

Signs of failure: 
Failure of ABS, ESP and ASR.

Article number:  7066...  
J590... – J593...
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Function and structure of  
an ignition system
In a combustion engine, the ignition serves to ignite the 
compressed fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber in 
the cylinder. In a petrol engine, ignition occurs due to high-
voltage sparks at the spark plug, in a diesel engine through 
auto-ignition of the highly compressed and thereby heated 
air when fuel is injected. It is essential for optimum functio-
ning of the petrol engine that the correct ignition timing is 
set for igniting the petrol-air mixture compressed by the pis-
ton. A voltage of between approximately 28,000 and 35,000 
volts is required to create the ignition spark between the 
spark plug electrodes. As a normal car battery has a voltage 
of only 12 V, the high voltage required must be generated 
through a stepping-up process.

Ignition Lead Set

Ignition lead sets from Herth+Buss 
are in compliance with OEM  
requirements as well as Class 
F and ISO 3808. These leads are 
configured separately for each 
vehicle. A carbon-coated fibreg-
lass core is used as the base ma-
terial; this is enclosed by a silicon 

inner insulation and glass fibre 
sheath. This guarantees constant 
ignition voltage and optimum  
radio shielding.

Article numbers: 51278...,   
 J538.../J539...

Contact set

The contact set is attached to the 
contact breaker base plate and 
routes the ignition voltage co-
ming from the ignition coil over 
the distributor rotor to the spark 
plugs. In the case of this spare 
part too, Herth+Buss pays great 
attention to product quality as at 
higher engine speeds the contact 
opens and closes the circuit up to 
12,000 times per minute.

Article numbers: J534... 

Condenser

The condenser in the ignition sys-
tem serves to enable the reliable 
generation of secondary voltage 
by the ignition coil. It absorbs 
the induction voltage when the 
contacts open and reduces the 
residual magnetic field after the 
contacts close in order to provi-
de a consistently strong ignition 
spark. This is also an important 
component that is only able to re-

liably support the ignition system 
when produced in high material 
quality.

Article numbers: J535...

Pencil Coil

The pencil coil requires neither a distributor nor an ignition cable 
(electronic ignition). With this type of construction, the actual ignition 
coil forms a unit with the spark plug connector and is fitted directly to 
the spark plug.

Article numbers: 19050..., J537...

Ignition Coil

Ignition coils are used with igni-
tion systems with a distributor. 
With this design, the voltage is 
passed from the coil to the dis-
tributor and through the ignition 
cables to the spark plugs.

Article numbers:  
19020..., 19050..., J536...

Glow plug

The diesel engine is also known 
as a compression-ignition engi-
ne. The air-diesel mixture in the 
cylinder is compressed to such 
an extent that the mixture ignites 
without ignition sparks due to the 
high level of compression. When 
the engine is warm, this happens 
without any difficulty; when the 
engine is cold, glow plugs are 

used to aid the ignition process. 
Before the engine is started, the 
glow plug increases the tempera-
ture in the combustion chamber 
in the cylinder, whereby the glow 
plug reaches a temperature of up 
to 1,000°C. In this way, the air-

diesel mixture is made ignitable 
even in the case of low outside 
temperatures. 

Article numbers: J571...

Distributor cap

The distributor cap is positioned 
on the distributor housing. There 
are contact points on the inside of 
the cap which, in connection with 
the ignition cables attached from 
the outside, generate the flow of 
voltage to the spark plugs. The 
central contact in the cap con-
nects the high-voltage cable to 
the ignition coil. The cap has good 
mechanical properties (the mate-

rial is made from high-quality raw 
materials because of particularly 
high loads during the ignition 
process) and tracking resistance 
is ensured by the use of polyester.
The Herth+Buss distributor cap is 
also protected against condensa-
tion and chemical influences.

Article numbers: J532...

Distributor rotor

The distributor rotor, also known 
as the ignition rotor, is fitted to 
the ignition distributor shaft and 
rotates inside the distributor cap. 
Via the spark plugs, the contact 
surface at the distributor rotor 
creates the contact points bet-
ween the distributor cap and the 
ignition impulse of the respec-
tive cylinders. The ignition cur-
rent produced is conducted to 

the spark plug through the con-
nected ignition cables. This com-
ponent too is characterised by 
extremely precise accuracy of fit 
during the production process. In 
Herth+Buss ignition parts, this is 
guaranteed by the high material 
quality. All distributor rotors are 
fitted with clips.

Article numbers: J533...

Ignition modules

Ignition modules are needed to 
control the process of stepping 
up to the high voltage required 
for an ignition spark. Function: 
The ignition coil has a primary 
winding (few turns) and a secon-
dary winding (numerous turns). 
The ratio of turns between the 
two windings determines the 
strength of the high voltage pro-
duced at the output. When the 
primary winding of the ignition 
coil is connected to the 12-volt 
battery voltage of the passenger 
car via a switch, a current flows 
through the primary winding. A 
magnetic field forms in the igni-
tion coil, which also acts on the 
secondary winding. If the switch 
is opened again, current can no 
longer flow over the primary win-
ding. The energy is then stored 
in the form of a magnetic field 

inside the ignition coil. The ig-
nition coil attempts to equalise 
and generates a voltage in the 
secondary winding which is high 
enough to cross through the air 
between the electrodes and the 
spark plug. The energy flows off 
over the spark plug, thereby crea-
ting the ignition spark.

Article number: 190...
Control unit, glow plug system

The function of the preheating re-
lay is to control the glow plugs in a 
diesel engine. By means of a tem-
perature sensor attached to the 
engine, the relay determines whe-
ther and for how long preheating 
is needed in order to start the en-
gine. During the warm-up phase, 
it determines for how long and to 
what degree post-heating is requi-
red in order to ensure smooth run-

ning of the engine and the lowest 
level of pollutant emissions. This 
is good news for the glow plug, 
the engine and the environment.

Article numbers:  
75614..., J572...
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The suspension of steering and chassis parts  
is of central importance 
This is where the whole weight of the vehicle is borne, which can be 
multiplied in fast bends. The individual rolling elements of the wheel 
bearings have to bear enormous changes in load on a  minimum 
 surface area, very often under extreme and diverse  external 
 temperature conditions. With such demands we have to ensure that 
the quality of materials and lubrication is of a level that can meet 
such demands. Not forgetting hard impact loads caused by poor road 
surfaces or parking on pavements. In the long term, only top-quality 
components, which guarantee professional mounting and maximum 
reliability, will be able to cope.

Chassis
Tie rod end

The tie rod connects the steering  
gear with the wheel carrier. It 
 passes on the steering movement  
of the driver to the front wheels 
and guides the vehicle in the 
track. The tie rod ends at the 
end of the steering link are ball 
 angle joints. They carry the main 
load of the steering movement 
and the wear is pro portionately 
high. The ends can usually be 
re placed  individually. The wear 

makes  itself felt through changes 
in the  steering behaviour of the 
 vehicle. Damage to the tie rod 
end is caused by faulty ball joints, 
which, in turn, are caused by dirt 
entering damaged or porous 
 rubber gaiters. Another common 
fault cause is worn tie rod ends.

Article numbers: J482..., J483...

Axle joint

The axle joint is the inner joint of 
the steering link on the  steering 
gear side. The axial joint and 
the tie rod end are connected 
to each other via an adjustable 
thread. The track of the wheels 
can be set accordingly with the 
thread and nut. The tie rod end 
and the axle joint are connected 

by an extremely rigid joint. 
This means that the steering 
 movements are passed on almost 
1:1 to the wheels. Faulty or skew 
axle joints cause the steering 
wheel to be out of line and poor 
driving behaviour in a straight 
line. This results in a significant   
change in the  steering behaviour 

and also impacts the smoothness 
of the wheels on the front axle.

Article numbers: J484..., J485...

Control arm

The control arm is a connecting  
piece between the body and the 
suspension strut and stub axle. The 
control arm, usually a  wishbone 
arm, increases the  rigidity of the 
suspension in the direction of 
travel. It is usually mounted on 
the body with two  composite 
bearings made from rubber- 
metal. The ball joint connects the 
control arm with the stub axle. 

Main task: It catches the  horizontal 
impacts of the  acceleration, 
 braking and centrifugal forces. 
This means that even the 
 slightest play in the mounting has 
a   negative impact on the driving 
behaviour and increases the risk 
of accidents. 

Signs of failure: Driving over kerbs, 
potholes, corrosion, dirt entering 
through porous rubber gaiters, etc.

Article numbers: J490... – J494...

Ball joint

The ball joint is the connecting 
 piece between the control arm 
and suspension strut and carries 
the weight of the vehicle. The 
ball joint is protected by a rubber 
 gaiter and joins the control arm 
with the stub axle. If it is faulty, 
the entire  control arm often has 
to be replaced.

Some control arms can be re-
placed individually,  however. 
This  takes place by  pressing in 
or  screwing the joint with the 
 control arm. A worn ball joint 
has a  significant  effect on the 
driving  behaviour and  the road 
 positioning of a  vehicle. The 
 cornering  changes and the vehicle 

becomes unstable. A failure is 
 often caused by a  faulty ball joint.

This is often caused by dirt  entering 
damaged or porous  rubber gaiters.

Article numbers:  
J486..., J487..., J498..., J499...

Control Arm Bushs

The bearing for the control arm 
has the task of absorbing the 
 movements from right to left and 
from top to bottom. The bearing 
ring and liner are connected by 
vulcanised rubber. This process 
must be carried out very care fully 
to exclude bearing play  during 
production.

Article numbers: J420... – J425...

Jakoparts

Coil springs

Coil springs, the connecting part 
between the wheels and the 
 chassis, must fulfil high safety- 
specific requirements during 
 travel. They have to  compensate 
for unevenness in the road and 
help  guarantee  driving com-
fort. They also  ensure that the 
wheels maintain safe contact 
with the ground at all times  
regardless of the road  surface. 
They guarantee that the drive, 

brake and shear force is  trans- 
ferred correctly to the road.

Damaged springs shouldn’t be 
underestimated as a  safety risk, 
as they have a direct  impact 
on the driving characteristics 
and  safety of the vehicle. Yet 
 damaged springs are often only 
detected in the workshop. The 
spring usually breaks in the first 
coil, so that the broken piece 

often lies un noticed in the spring 
washer. Typical  results  include 
slight changes in  driving  behaviour 
and a  creaking,  cracking  noise 
 development when steering.

Article numbers: J440…, J441...

Stabiliser rod (coupling rod)

The stabiliser rod, also known as 
the coupling rod, connects the 
stabiliser with the suspension. 
The stabiliser itself  compensates 
for the different movements 
(e.g. rocking movements when 
 cornering) of the wheels on an 
axle. The coupling rod usually 
has two ball joints on each end 
of the rod. As the coupling rod is 
subjected to significant strain, the 
joints often become worn. They 
deflect and generate  knocking 
noises when driving over bumps 
in the road. 

Signs of failure:
Dirt enters  damaged or porous 
rubber  gaiters and damages the 
ball joints over the long-term.

Article numbers:  
J489..., J496..., J497...

Bellow kit, steering

A bellows is an elastic hose made 
from rubber, plastic etc, which 
folds together like a harmonica. 
In the steering, it is positioned 
over the axle joint and prevents 
the ball joint and the steering rack 
outlet from getting soiled. 

Frequent cause of failure: Damage  
on the bellows (rips or leaks) 
 means that dirt can enter the axle 
joint or the steering gear.

Article numbers: J410..., J411...

Wheel bearing kit

The task of the wheel bearing 
is to guide the shafts and  axles 
in a vehicle, to support them 
and to ensure even running. The 
 basis of the wheel bearing is the 
 rolling  bearing, consisting of a 
ball  bearing, a roller  bearing or a 
tapered roller bearing.  Constantly 
 collecting the axial and  radial 
forces leads to high levels of 
wear, which makes itself felt 
 gradually. This means that the  
driver gets used to the noise level 
and it  usually takes another driver 
to notice the noise. 

At this point, the vehicle should 
be taken to a workshop as in the 
worst case scenario the wheel 
arch may become blocked.  Before 
this stage, however, the rolling 
 resistance is increased by the 
worn bearings, resulting in higher 
fuel consumption.

Possible causes of wheel  bearing 
faults include leaks usually 
due to inadequate lubrication, 
 damage to the suspension, e.g. 
due to bent shafts, unbalanced 
wheels or insufficient air pressure

in the tyres and corrosion through 
bearing contact with rust-causing 
fluids or incorrect lubricant.

Article numbers: J47...
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Power: Spare parts for power  
transmission available here.
The key area of the drive is the clutch and its components. 
This is where the power generated by the engine or the 
 engine torque is transmitted to the gearbox and safe trans-
mission to all torque areas is guaranteed. Starting a vehicle 
from rest would be as good as impossible without a clutch. 
The clutch ensures jolt-free starting, so that the rotating 
flywheel on the engine adapts the speed to the stationary 
 gearbox via the clutch disc and pressure plate. At the same 
time, the positive engagement between the engine and the 
gearbox must be able to be interrupted for changing gear, 
in order to set up the connection between the parts to be 
shifted through constant velocity. As performance  increases 

the driving comfort improves, this is only 
possible using quality parts which can meet 
these requirements.

transmission

Master Cylinder

The piston and piston rod are fitted in 
the master cylinder housing (pedal- 
side), which also includes a connection for 
the hydraulic pipe to the slave cylinder.  
There are versions available with a 
 separate storage tank for the hydraulic  
fluid, or with a further connection to the 
hydraulic system of the braking system.

Article number: J250...

Slave Cylinder

The slave cylinder (transmission-side) has 
a design similar to the master cylinder. Its 
task is to actuate the release fork, which in 
turn moves the clutch release bearing into 
the correct position.

Article number: J260...

Propeller Shaft

These are located between the variable-
speed transmission and wheel-drive 
 assembly in vehicles with front-mounted 
engine and rear-wheel drive. Propeller 
shafts are made up of a propeller shaft 
tube with slide and joints (e.g. two cardan 
joints). The joint pins are usually fitted in 
completely encapsulated needle bearings 
maintenance-free in the clevis. 

Cardan joints for working angles of up to 
8° are used in motor vehicles.

Article number: J292...

Joint kit, drive shaft

It is installed in the drive train between 
the gearbox shaft and drive wheels. The 
drive shafts can be equipped with a  tripod 
joint on the gearbox side and a ball joint 
on the wheel side, for example.

Article number: J282..., J283...

Bellow kit, drive shaft

The gaiter set or axle boot is a  protective 
tube for the joints made from rubber or 
elastic plastic. It is flexible to cater for 
the changes in length and movement 
in the drive axle. The rubber (perbunan) 
gaiter set is more flexible than its newer 
 counterpart made from plastic (Hytrel). 
It is also more susceptible to stress due 
to the changes in temperature, as well as 
other environmental influences  (soiling, 
collision with residues on the road etc.). 
These influences cause the sleeves 
to tear, lubricant to leak and the drive 
joint to run dry. The joint wears fast and 
quickly results in a fault. This is indicated 
by  noises. This often occurs on the wheel 
side, as it is subjected to more stress than 
the gearbox side.

Article number: J286… – J289…

Clutch Cable

The clutch cable is the link between the 
clutch pedal and the release fork. Care 
must be taken that it is adjusted properly 
in order to prevent increased wear on the 
clutch plate / clutch disc.

Article number: J230...

Clutch Kit

The clutch disc ensures jolt-free “coupling” 
between the flywheel and contact plate. 
In addition, its task is to reduce engine 
 vibrations and resonance to the transmis-
sion. Its components are the  friction lining, 
the lining carrier, the hub and the torque 
cushion springs. The clutch pressure plate 
is responsible for the  required clamping 

load and  transmits the torque from the 
flywheel to the  contact plate. Components 
are the clutch cover,  diaphragm spring and 
pressure plate. The clutch release bearing 
transmits the  power from the release fork, 
actuated by the clutch pedal, to the clutch 
pressure plate.

Article number: J200...

Flywheel

Dual-mass flywheels extend the original 
tasks of the clutch, namely separating 
and connecting, by the effective isolation 
of engine vibration. To achieve this effect, 
the mass of the conventional flywheel is 
divided. It now comprises of two discs 
that are connected by a spring|damping 
system made up of plain bearings and  
helical springs. The disc with the starter 
ring gear is responsible for the  primary 
inertia mass on the engine side. The 
other disc now regulates the secondary 
 inertia mass on the transmission side, 
thus  increasing the moment of inertia of 
the transmission, thus dampening the 
 rotational vibration of the engine. The  
advantages are obvious. Noise,  vibration 
and rotational vibration between the 
drive train and transmission are reduced, 
 leading to extremely smooth running. 
Since the shifting force is lower thanks 
to the lower moment of inertia, transmis-
sion shift is  easier. Easier gear change is 
 increased and wear reduced. In  addition, 

load change  reactions caused by  rapid 
pressing of the accelerator  pedal are 
 reduced. The  smaller design space 
 required  corresponds  approximately 
to the space required by a  double-disc 
clutch.

Article number: J211...
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